
kristina@elemed.eu

Notified Body
Auditor

Fully remote in Europe -
work from home!



Have you ever thought about joining a notified body? We
are offering a great chance for professional development in
a notified body, going through a transformation. This isn’t
just a classic auditor role! In this role, you will have your
voice heard and be more than just a number - this is a role
where you can shape the future. You can also expect an
excellent work-life balance, working from home, connected
to a team of some of the greatest minds in the industry.

As an Auditor with a specialism in plastics and/OR metal
processing, you will audit some of the most innovative
medical device companies (and their suppliers) coming to
the market; from startups and global corporations alike. You
will add technical competence to this Notified Body in their
audit team in the area of plastics and/OR metal processing,
and ensure their reputation remains unrivalled. Your primary
responsibility is to conduct Quality Management system
audits in accordance with MDR. You will report directly to
one of the senior leaders of the notified body!

The opportunity

Calling all manufacturing and quality professionals! 
Fancy trying something a little different?



Audit the QMS of manufacturers, suppliers and
subcontractors, in accordance with MDR 
Lead QMS audits for certification, re-certification and
surveillance purposes
Create technical audit reports based on the audit
activities that you have carried out and present the
findings and results of the audit to clients 
Interface with customers and ensuring that
communication is transparent and services delivered are
customer orientated and to a high standard
Partner internally with other colleagues to support their
own audit/certification processes
Take part in the overall upskilling and development of
colleagues within the company through delivering
training when needed 

Responsibilities

A passion for innovation and quality?
The desire to apply your skills in a new context?
Great attention to detail?

Do you have

This is a great opportunity to be at the forefront of the
newest, cutting edge technology in Medical Devices. If you
have previously worked in industry in a SUPPLIER QUALITY
role, with experience in PLASTIC and/OR METAL processing,
then this could be the perfect opportunity for you.



Must have, Essential Requirements

Get in touch
If you are interested in this exciting
role, please send your application

directly to kristina@elemed.eu

Would you like to find out more about our open
opportunities? Visit https://www.elemed.eu/vacancies/

Bachelor's, Master's or PhD in relevant science or
engineering 

Demonstrated SUPPLIER audit experience for PLASTIC
AND/OR METAL processes

Working experience with ISO 13485

Travel: Up to 40%

https://www.elemed.eu/vacancies/

